
Jenny Shpeter 
 
Jenny Shpeter has been an asset to Durham’s theatre scene from the first week she arrived. From 
producing, directing and being president and artistic director of one of the largest theatre 
companies at Durham, it has been a true pleasure working with her and watching her theatrical and 
personal development go from strength to strength. 
 
Jenny has produced a variety of work at Durham. Most notably during the Covid19 Pandemic, Jenny 
commissioned and produced Frankenstein, an illustrated radio play adapted by Sophie Wright which 
received critical acclaim. Her ability, passion and adaptability in the face of the global pandemic has 
been an inspiration to many of our students and producing the high quality of productions in 
lockdown is a testament to her meticulous nature. Jenny has also produced a variety of live theatre 
including new writing such as The Human Flesh, Shakespeare’s Hamlet which toured to EdFringe 
2019 and Whose Afraid of Virginia Woolf. Her experience producing shows has given her a great 
understanding of the wider industry as well as crucial marketing, budgeting and team management 
skills. Alongside procuring projects, Jenny also oversees Castle Theatre Company as its AD and 
president. As President she launched the companies new radio theatre initiative and manages her 
executive committee, budgets, and production teams.  Managing and being the Artistic Director of 
her own company while at university has given Jenny a vast knowledge of managerial skills as well as 
business development. 
 
Outside Durham, Jenny has been the production coordinator for Naeem Mahood feature film Gods 
of Their Own Religion, Line Producer for Zems Entertainment, and Production Assistant and Terra 
Nova. Jenny is pro-active and ambitious as well as a fantastic leader and team member. Jenny’s 
ability to produce theatre and film and understand the crucial differences of both of them makes her 
an asset in any team she finds herself in.  
 
Undoubtedly, Jenny is a truly tremendous producer, taking Durham by storm with rave reviews for 
all of her shows. Jenny consistently goes above and beyond, excelling in production management. 
Perhaps most importantly, Jenny is professional, relaxed and likeable. Actors, directors and crew 
want to engage with her in a rehearsal room and beyond as she commands the space yet always 
make meetings productive and fun for the whole team. Using opportunities such as the Durham 
Drama Festival and visiting professional artists, Jenny is inquisitive and uses breaks to ask questions, 
network and continue to build her connections to the industry. Jenny is driven, intelligent and fun. 
 
Never content for mediocrity, Jenny will strive to achieve perfection in her craft. It has to be 
mentioned that while producing film and theatre, managing her own theatre company she is also 
working hard towards an BA in Economics from Durham University.  I know she is destined to create 
fantastic work outside the university and in the professional sphere. I look forward to her extremely 
bright future ahead.  
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